Proposal of a new method for narrowing and moving the stimulated region of cochlear implants: animal experiment and numerical analysis.
We have proposed the tripolar electrode stimulation method (TESM) for narrowing the stimulation region and continuously moving the stimulation site for cochlear implants. The TESM stimulates the auditory nerve array using three adjacent electrodes which are selected among the electrodes of an electrode array within the lymphatic fluid. Current is emitted from each of the two lateral electrodes and received by the central electrode. The current received by the central electrode is made equal to the sum of the currents emitted from the lateral electrodes. In this paper, we evaluate whether or not TESM works according to a theory which is based on numerical analysis using an electrical equivalent circuit model of the auditory nerve fibers. In this simulation, the sums of the excited model fibers are compared to the compound action potentials (CAP's) which we obtained through animal experiments. To identify the main parameter while maintaining the amplitude of the CAP (the sum of the fired fibers), we assumed the presence of some parameters from the radial current density profile. In the case of the width value among the parameters being kept constant, the amplitude of the CAP was almost constant; thus, the number of the fired fibers was also almost constant. The width value equals the distance between the points at which the profile of the radial current density of the electrode array and the line of the radial threshold current density of the electrode array intersect. It is possible to determine the measure of the stimulation region or site by controlling the width value and the ratios of the currents emitted from the lateral electrodes. As a result, we succeeded in narrowing the stimulation region by controlling the sum of the currents emitted from the two lateral electrodes. Also we succeeded in continuously moving the stimulation site by modifying the currents emitted from the two lateral electrodes.